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Main Document

The Patent Medicines Industry in late Georgian England: A
Respectable Alternative to both Regular Medicine and Irregular
Practice

Abstract
Patent medicines in late Georgian England have been misunderstood. Rather than
just being visible constituents of irregular practice, they were a separate, substantial,
industry providing a wide range of popular products. Most of the prominent
medicine owners were either reputable tradesmen who did not practice medicine, or
medical professionals; they operated from fixed premises for substantial periods of
time, and they employed practices specific to the industry.

A minority of nationally-

available medicines were indeed owned and distributed by irregulars who were
regarded as quacks by contemporaries, yet even these participants attempted to
follow regular medicine. Wholesaling was initially led by London booksellers, but
later moved to medicine specialists and chemists. The patent medicines industry
was a separate entity, different from regular medicine and from irregular practice
though linked to both of them, and restoring it to its rightful place changes our picture
of late Georgian healthcare.
Key Words
Patent medicines; medical market; industry; booksellers; quacks.
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In spite of being a major component of healthcare, the patent medicines
industry in late Georgian England has never been studied as a single entity. These
secret medicines, sometimes called proprietory medicines, were bought in large
quantities by all sections of society, with apparent benefit: yet for many years they
were ignored by historians who followed the lead of their contemporary medical
practitioners in regarding them as being worthless and a confidence trick. Then the
growing interest from the 1980s in Georgian consumption and its medical market
sparked a new awareness of all forms of alternative medicine, led by the research
and memorable prose of Roy Porter.1 Several medical and commercial aspects of
this Georgian alternative medicine have been explored, often using the promotion of
patent medicines as an entry into studying ‘quackery’ in general. However,
historians have not recognised that the patent medicines industry, consisting of the
ownership, production, distribution and sale of these medicines, was largely
disconnected from medical practice, and the result is that our understanding of
Georgian healthcare is unbalanced. This paper will argue that the ownership and
distribution of patent medicines was a sizeable and mostly honest Georgian industry,
which employed its own techniques to provide a distinct form of healthcare, different
both from regular medicine and from irregular practice.

1

Amongst his many publications, two important books were Dorothy Porter and Roy Porter,

Patient’s Progress: Doctors and Doctoring in Eighteenth Century England (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1989) and Roy Porter, Health for Sale: Quackery in England
1660-1850 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989).
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Porter brought to the topic of Georgian alternative medicine a fresh, openminded, approach, which substantially altered existing views and brought this type of
therapy out of the shadows. His main contribution was to demonstrate that the
Georgian medical market was driven by consumers with medical knowledge, who
sought out both the diverse forms of regular medicine and a wide variety of
alternative practitioners. To fulfil this demand, the ‘quacks’ imitated the orthodox,
and the boundary between the two was indistinct. In contrast to earlier writers,
Porter regarded patent medicines as being largely as effective as prescribed
treatment, not solely as a trick on the gullible.

His emphasis was on the wide range

of alternative practitioners and therapies which had escaped the attention of
historians, but, as Harold Cook has noted, he had little engagement in the overall
structures, mechanisms, temporal changes or geographical differences.2 In
particular, he did not analyse patent medicines as a distinct type of therapy: rather
he described them as one of the tools of ‘quackery’, often using their promotional
wording to illustrate the aims and activities of alternative practitioners in general.
Other historians have either explored aspects of patent medicines within
Georgian alternative medicine or have used them to illustrate the early development
of national commercial markets.

The medical use of patent medicines has been

investigated for a particular locality.3 Burnby has also provided some helpful
2

Harold Cook, ‘Roy Porter and the Persons of History’, in Roberta Bivins and John

Pickstone, eds, Medicine, Madness and Social History: Essays in Honour of Roy Porter
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007) 14-21, 20.
3

Jonathan Barry, ‘Publicity and the Public Good: Presenting Medicine in Eighteenth-Century
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information on selected London producers and wholesalers, while Rawlings has
provided revealing details about some prominent owners.4 Some practical aspects
of selling medicines have also received attention, particularly Hannah Barker’s
important work on their promotion and advertising in newspapers, with the medicines
being used as an entry into understanding how non-essential goods in general were
sold.5 However, nobody has considered their production and sale as a whole, as a
commercial entity spread across England.
As a result, historians have failed to recognise that the ownership and
distribution of patent medicines was an industry with a distinctive position in the
medical market. A lack of preserved records from the businesses involved has
hampered a full exploration, but an additional reason is that some writers have found
it difficult to avoid taking a moral position on these medicines: patent medicines were
perhaps not worthy of their attention. Cody provided a blanket denunciation when

Advertised in Eighteenth-Century Bath Newspapers', Medical History, 1975, 19, 352-69; P.
S. Brown, ‘Medicines Advertised in Eighteenth-Century Bath Newspapers’, Medical History,
1976, 20, 152-168.
4

J. G. L. Burnby, ‘The Preparers and Distributors of English Proprietory Medicines’, Dental

Historian, 1997, 32, 47-55; F. H. Rawlings, 'Old Proprietary Medicines', Pharmaceutical
Historian, 1996, 26, 4-8.
5
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2009, 36, 379-398; Peter Isaac, ‘Pills and Print’, in Robyn Myers and Michael Harris, eds,
Medicine, Mortality and the Book Trade (Folkestone: St. Paul’s Bibliographies, 1998), 25-47;
John Strachan, Advertising and Satirical Culture in the Romantic Period (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2007); Nancy Cox, The Complete Tradesman: A Study of
Retailing, 1550-1820 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000), 103-10.
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she described ‘quack medicines’ as ‘perhaps the most worthless of consumer goods
in the eighteenth-century marketplace’.6

Most recent accounts have avoided such

overt condemnation, but some of the earlier assumptions are still evident. Barker
described them as ‘“quack” cures, which were likely to have produced little benefit for
those who took them in physiological or pharmacological terms’.7 Even an
apparently balanced account can have an intrinsic bias. Thus Porter’s even-handed
approach was undermined by his choice of words which tended to diminish patent
medicines as a genuine healthcare provision. For example, his common use of the
description ‘quack medicines’ linked them to colourful irregulars, while his alternative
term ‘nostrum’ carried an implication of inefficacy. Similarly, his description of
medicine wholesalers and some of the newspaper printers who sold the medicines
as ‘cronies’ did not encourage a careful assessment of their true business
relationship.8 The production and selling of patent medicines should be assessed by
the healthcare and commercial standards of an era largely untroubled by medical
and pharmaceutical regulation, not by the entirely different medical values of today.
The popularity of patent medicines should not obscure the possibility that they
may have been dangerous, or at least ineffective. John Gregory and Thomas
Percival, the pioneers of medical ethics, thought their use was harmful, and
contemporary rank-and-file practitioners could be sharply critical, using words such

6

Lisa Forman Cody, 'No Cure, No Money," or the Invisible Hand of Quackery: The
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as ‘trash’, ‘abominable impositions’ and ‘composed of the most pernicious
materials’.9 However, they may have been as effective as the regular therapy of the
time, and the regular practitioners were only one group of participants in the
pluralistic Georgian medical market: their views did not have the force they would
possess a hundred years later. More recent criticisms of the effectiveness of the
patent medicines are based on modern medical knowledge and so are immaterial.
As Penelope Corfield has commented, patients had confidence in medicines of all
types in the eighteenth century, and the later assessments of history are irrelevant to
their opinions and actions.10
The key to understanding the patent medicines industry is the recognition that it
was largely, but by no means entirely, disconnected from medical practice, both
regular and irregular. At first glance, patent medicine production might seem to be a
type of medical practice like surgery or electrical therapy. But medical practice was
the deployment of personal skills in some form of one-to-one interaction, however
perfunctory, with the consumer.11 Even if this definition is widened to include any
sale of a patent medicine to a consumer, the major producers were rarely present
when this occurred. Most of the principal medicine owners and wholesalers did not
engage with the medical problems of individuals: in this period, they concentrated on
9

John Gregory, Observations on the Duties and Offices of a Physician (London: W.Strahan
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producing, promoting and distributing their medicines for the benefit of as many
consumers as possible, and communication with these consumers was largely in
print and one-way. The earlier assumption that ‘quacks’ were the main producers of
patent medicines was based on a few, well-publicised, colourful, often Londonbased, practitioners who were far from representative of the numerous respectable
tradesmen and others who supplied a product to a mass of consumers across the
country, without providing advice on the medical needs of individuals.12
This contrast between the patent medicines industry and all types of medical
practice means that distinguishing regular from irregular practice is not fundamental
to this paper. Nevertheless, these descriptions are beneficial in exploring the
industry, and their use needs to be clarified. ‘Regular medicine’ was carried out by
those regarded by their regular contemporaries as having received sufficient medical
education as a physician, surgeon or apothecary to be regulars: they also had to be
practising in an acceptable, regular, manner.13 ‘Irregular practice’ was all other
paid-for medical practice. So irregular practice included both irregular practitioners
practising regularly and any practitioner practising irregularly, that is in a style which
was not considered customary by most regular practitioners. ‘Quackery’ will be
confined to a particular kind of irregular practice which is difficult to define, but was

12

Examples of equating patent medicines with ‘quacks’ are Barry, Publicity, 29-32; Porter,
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recognised by contemporaries: its variable features included itineracy, showmanship,
dishonesty, panaceas, magic charms and claims to infallibility.14
This account will not engage with questions of consumer intent or product
utility. Who took the medicines, how they were chosen and their efficacy are areas
of enquiry which represent the summation of thousands of personal decisions and
medical histories, and little evidence is available to explore them. The focus of this
paper will be on the contours of the industry and its relationship to the rest of the
medical market.
This industry will be explored from 1760 to 1830, a period which saw both the
development of national commercial markets and the early steps towards the
modern medical profession. The starting point was the emergence of efficient road
transport from the mid-eighteenth century which encouraged the promotion and
distribution of goods. The period ended when irregular therapy diverged from
orthodox treatment. This was partly due to the introduction of radical alternatives to
orthodox medicine, such as the hygeists and medical botany, and partly due to the
increasing demands within the medical professions for unification and regulation
which produced a sharper division between regular medicine and other options.15

14
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The paper is based on a range of contemporary sources including medical journals,
medicine handbills, the publications and correspondence of medicine owners and
wholesalers, and Patent Office and Parliamentary records, with a spine provided by
the systematic analyses of medicine advertisements in continuous runs of provincial
newspapers across England.
The term patent medicine, one that is potentially confusing given that few of
them in fact possessed a current patent, will first be explained. Patenting medicines
had advantages and disadvantages, and owners relied on the secrecy of the recipe
to protect their monopoly, not the patents. The paper will then analyse the range of
these popular medicines and the nature of medicine ownership. Panaceas were a
minority with most of the medicines being targeted at a limited range of conditions,
but overall the industry seems to have been able to offer something for almost
everybody. Some of the publicised owners were engaged in irregular practice, but
most were regarded by their contemporaries as respectable tradesmen who ran
profitable, long term, businesses without involvement in irregular practice, or they
were regular practitioners. An analysis of the medicine wholesaling will demonstrate
that much of it was concentrated in stable businesses in the City of London which
were evolving from a bookselling background towards pharmacy. The overlap with
regular medicine will be shown by the similarity of patent medicines to regular ones,
by the ownership of patent medicines by regular practitioners, and by the qualified
sympathy of some practitioners: the degree of involvement of regular practitioners
with patent medicines was largely determined by their attitudes to the secrecy of the
recipes. At the other end of the medical spectrum, a section of the patent medicine
industry mingled with irregular practice, although the details are often obscure.

10
Delineating and Using Patent Medicines
In spite of their group name, only a small minority of patent medicines had ever
received a royal patent, and even fewer had been granted one within the previous
fourteen years, the legal duration of a patent. None of the other terms which could
be used to describe these owned medicines are completely satisfactory. In recent
years, they have often been described as proprietory medicines, but this term was
rarely used in this way in the eighteenth century.16 In the promotional material of the
period, the term patent medicine was commonly used regardless of whether a patent
had been issued: public medicine was an alternative, but this term has little meaning
today. Regular practitioners and other critical commentators often referred to them
as nostrums, quack medicines, or empirical medicines, but a more neutral term is
preferable. So the eighteenth-century usage describing all these owned medicines
as patent medicines will be continued. The term will be defined in the same way as
the 1783 Medicines Act which introduced the excise tax for some owned medicines.
This Act described the taxable medicines as all medicines which had been patented
at any time, together with any medicines which had an owner and a secret recipe,
and were advertised in a public notice.17

Such medicines were numerous, with an

incomplete Parliamentary schedule listing 85 for taxation in 1785.18 The number
progressively increased with each subsequent schedule, reaching over 1,300 by
1830;19 whereas only 115 medicines had been patented up to 1830.20 Indeed, the

16
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("proprietory", OED Online. Oxford University Press, September 2014).
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Ibid., 88.
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House of Commons Journal, 8 April 1830.
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number of medicines with a current patent never exceeded thirty-one in the Georgian
era. Records were not kept of unsuccessful applications, but they seem to have
been few in number.21
So patenting a medicine must have had both advantages and disadvantages.
Its main advantage was the royal or government authority which was extensively
used in promotion, such as newspaper advertisements and bills, at a time when
regular therapy had no official recognition. It implied that a medicine was both
original and effective, though neither of these assumptions was necessarily true.
The main drawback of obtaining a patent was the high cost and the cumbersome,
time-consuming, application process.22 Also, the patent’s specification could risk
exposing details of a medicine; though this hazard was reduced by the specification
being kept deliberately vague until legal changes in the late eighteenth century
gradually forced the patentees to be more informative.23

20
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The legal aim of the patent was to prevent imitation of the recipe; yet in
practice, the owners did not rely on patents to achieve this. The maintenance of the
fourteen year monopoly of a patent was in the hands of individual judges in the
courts with little legal precedent to ensure consistent decision-making.24 Even more
than other patents, medicine patents were difficult to protect in the courts without
jeopardising their long-term success. This success depended on the secrecy of the
recipe, and the prosecution of a medicine’s imitator would require a full disclosure of
the recipe of the patented medicine to prove that it had been reproduced, allowing it
to be copied in the future.25
Maintaining the secrecy of the recipe, not the patent, averted the replication of
a patent medicine.26 The importance of this secrecy is shown by its high value. In
1740, Parliament paid Joanna Stephens £5,000 for the publication of her recipe for a
medicine for dissolving urinary stones, and Peter Delamotte, a Weymouth
bookseller, bought the recipe of Glass’s Magnesia from the Oxford surgeon Samuel
Glass for £1,500 in 1772.27 Another demonstration of the significance of the secrecy
is that owners often did not write the recipe down, transmitting it verbally to their
successors when necessary. For instance, Elizabeth Shackleton (see below)
recorded in her diary in 1776 that she had told her son the secrets of her medicine

24

MacLeod, Inventing, 59.

25

J. Gabriel, Medical Monopoly: Intellectual Property Rights and the Origins of the Modern

Pharmaceutial Industry (London: University of Chicago Press, 2014), 23.
26
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for the bite of a mad dog for the first time, writing that ‘God grant him good of it to
keep the secret and that it may do well’.28 Also, Francis Spilsbury (see below) made
it clear in his will that his wife Dorothy was the only person he had been able to trust
with the secret recipe for his Antiscorbutic Drops.29
The owners did use the patent system as a form of copyright for a medicine’s
name, in addition to the limited protection already available under the common law.30
One such owner was Francis Spilsbury, who obtained a patent for his Antiscorbutic
Drops to prevent competitors selling a ‘spurious composition’ under his name.31
Preventing the copying of the medicine’s name was an essential component of
branding, and it was probably more important to the owners than stopping the
imitation of the recipe.
The relatively small number of medicines patented shows us that the patent
system was not necessary for patent medicines. No clear differences can be seen in
the ownership and distribution of patented and unpatented medicines. Considering
two prominent owners/wholesalers who will be described later in this paper, two of
Francis Newbery’s most successful medicines, Dr James’s Fever Powder and Dr
James’s Analeptic Pills, were patented whereas two others, Dr Steers’s Opodeldoc
and Dalby’s Carminative, were not. At least three of the Dicey family’s extensive
range of longstanding medicines had received this official recognition, but most had

28
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not. The conclusion must be that the ownership, production and sale of patent
medicines would not have changed significantly if the patent system had not existed.
Contemporary reports demonstrate the widespread sale of a large number of
patent medicines: indeed, the multitude of medicine advertisements in nearly every
issue of every provincial newspaper are testimony to their popularity. Other
publications corroborate their frequent use, such as an educational book on the
different English trades, whose description of the typical chemist and druggist
included ‘he also sells numerous quack medicines’.32 Contemporary estimates also
consistently reported that the number of patent medicines taken was considerable
and growing. For example, Edward Harrison, a Lincolnshire physician who was
leading a medical reform effort in 1806, summarised reports from across the country
as, ‘empirical medicines of very pernicious effects are sold to an incredible
amount’.33 One surgeon reported to Harrison that sales of ‘quack medicines’ in his
unidentified Suffolk town raised over £500 per year in stamp duty: this return implies
a sale of many thousands of bottles or boxes in this single town each year.34 These
reports from practitioners, consistently describing a rising use of patent medicines,
could be considered as special pleading for reform in the interests of regulars; but
this uniform increase is in contrast with their accounts of a decreasing number of
empirics, as discussed in the next section. It seems unlikely that the consistent
reports on the ubiquity of patent medicines in England during this period were a
gross exaggeration.

32

The Book of English Trades (London: Rivington, 1821), 82.

33

MCR, 1806, 13, cxlix.

34

Ibid., xxxviii.
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The clearest evidence of the extensive sale of patent medicines comes from
taxation reports.

After the 1783 and 1785 Medicine Acts, all patent medicine

containers were required to have an attached excise stamp, which started at 1½d for
medicines priced at one shilling or less and then increased progressively with the
medicine prices.35 Four further acts increased the scale of duties, tightened up the
regulations and extended the coverage to a wider range of products. The revenue
raised can be used to estimate the total annual sales of the medicines. For example,
in 1810 £41,201 was collected in England and Wales.36

Using 4.4d as the average

duty payable, based on the smallest quantity of each medicine advertised in Leeds
and Birmingham newspapers, this total means that the equivalent of over two million
of the smallest bottles or boxes of patent medicines would have been sold across the
country in 1810. The term ‘equivalent’ is used because some medicines could be
sold in larger containers, which would reduce the number of bottles and boxes, but
would not significantly diminish the total volume of medicine. Of course, this figure
is only an estimate as some medicines would sell better than others, which would
alter the figure for the average duty, and the duty collection was unlikely to be
completely efficient: but these caveats could mean that this calculation is an
underestimate. It seems very probable that at least something of the order of two
million bottles or boxes of patent medicines were being sold annually in England and
Wales by 1810.
What were the advertised indications for these widely sold medicines?
Previous writers on patent medicines have rarely had much to say about the range of
35

Kearsley, Tax Tables, 86.

36

House of Commons Papers (Accounts and Papers), ix, Finance Accounts of Great Britain,

20-21.
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conditions for which the owners advocated their products, apart from a few
examples.

Rawlings felt that advertisers ‘aimed at patients suffering from painful,

unpleasant, serious, but not immediately fatal’ conditions, which is too general to be
helpful.37 Porter did not attempt to define their therapeutic scope, but he did note
that the medicines had become more targeted by the late eighteenth century.38 A
truly comprehensive analysis of the indications for all the medicines is impossible as
many hundreds were produced, some with little or no surviving documentation, but
the frequent newspaper advertisements can provide a systematic record of the most
popular ones. All the initial advertisements for a particular medicine were analysed
in complete runs of four newspapers published in the Leeds, Birmingham and
Salisbury areas during the first six months of 1769, 1781, 1794, 1807 and 1822.39
These first advertisements were from areas in the North, Midlands and South which
were truly provincial, that is more than a day’s return journey from London. Derived
from five periods spread over fifty-three years, these advertisements from across the
country should provide a good impression of the range of indications of late
Georgian patent medicines.
The printed indications for each medicine were explored in these newspaper
runs. The indications were scrutinised by using a categorisation of diseases derived

37

Rawlings, ‘Medicines’, 6.

38

Porter, Health, 119.

39
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and the newspapers were chosen to provide a geographical spread. The first advertisement
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medicines which were only briefly mentioned and eight which gave no indications.
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from the chapter headings in Part 2 of William Buchan’s Domestic Medicine.40 First
published in 1769, Domestic Medicine was one of the best sellers of all books, not
just medical ones, in Georgian England, and would have been read not only by the
consumers of patent medicines, but also almost certainly by the producers who
made the decisions on their indications.41

Beside its enormous popularity, the book

is a good source for this analysis as it followed the principles of orthodox medicine
and, as we shall see, patent medicines were positioned as close as possible to
orthodox medicine in this period.

Thirty-two categories of diseases based on the

chapter headings were utilised in this analysis.
INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE.
These categories can first be used to show that many of the medicines were
targeted at a limited range of conditions, rather than aiming to be panaceas. Table
1 shows the number of advertised medicines whose indications were included in a
small number of categories and those recommended for more than three.

Each

single category could include several conditions, such as the category for scurvy,
leprosy, scrophula, evil and itch; but Buchan felt that there was some commonality in
either the conditions or their management when he grouped them in the same
chapter. Around a fifth of the medicines were indicated for more than three
categories and were therefore recommended for a wide range of problems. By
40

William Buchan, Domestic Medicine, 14th edn. (London, 1794). Buchan devoted seven

chapters to fevers and agues, but they were uncommon indications for patent medicines and
they have been grouped together in a single category.
41

Richard B. Sher, The Enlightenment and the Book: Scottish Authors and Their Publishers

in Eighteenth-Century Britain, Ireland and America (London: University of Chicago Press,
2006), 219.
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contrast, more medicines, about 40 per cent, were recommended for only a single
category of diseases and a number of these medicines were only indicated for a
single disease, particularly for the itch, worms, deafness or corns.

Some long lists

of indications have caught the eyes of historians, but this detailed analysis shows
that most patent medicines were promoted for a relatively small number of diseases.
Porter and Helfand also have both noted an increasing specificity, but without
providing evidence.42 The patent medicines industry was predominately providing
products which were each targeted at a limited number of problems, though the
panaceas associated with quackery had not been forgotten.
INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE
Second, the analysis of these categories can provide strong guidance on the
medical objectives of the medicine owners. The industry could treat a wide range of
problems, with only two categories out of the thirty-two having no patent medicines
indicated for them. The four most popular categories were scorbutic conditions, joint
problems, nervous disease and bowel problems including bilious diseases, with the
first being indicated for almost a third of the medicines (Table 2). Many of the
conditions within these categories could have taken a long time to treat and were
potentially recurrent. The market was perhaps encouraging the treatment of
diseases which might result in the sale of a substantial quantity of a patent medicine.
Amongst other categories, venereal diseases were an indication for several
medicines, but this category was not as common as isolated examples of medicine

42
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advertising might suggest.43 When the categories were placed in rank order,
venereal diseases appeared as twelfth, below both asthmas and consumptions.
Also, the indications were not confined to simple conditions in the middle years of
life, as some advertisements mentioned that the treatment could also be used in
infants, children, nursing mothers or in old age, and other medicines were indicated
for conditions confined to women or children.
Although the indications were biased towards some longstanding conditions,
acute diseases were not neglected, with the category of colds, coughs and whooping
cough appearing fifth in rank order (Table 2). A small number of medicines were
specifically promoted for acute conditions, especially Dr James’s Fever Powder.
Overall, the patent medicines industry could provide something for nearly all
diseases, amongst all sections of the population.

Owners and Their Medicines
Who owned these popular medicines and, in a few cases, made a fortune out
of them? With hundreds of medicines, the variety of owners was considerable, and,
to simplify this variety, the owners are divided into six groups, namely market
leaders, tradesmen, medical practitioners, elite, irregular and local. Proprietors in
the first four groups undertook little or no irregular practice, and they ran normal
commercial enterprises, with an additional element of philanthropy amongst the elite
owners: only owners in the last two groups had strong links to irregular practice.
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Producing patent medicines was an established industry, with many owners running
successful long-term businesses and using specific techniques to ensure
commercial success. This section will also assess the range of owners placed in
their social and occupational background, and as a result show that many, but not
all, were respectable in the context of their period and distant from quackery.
One group which does not appear in this assessment of owners should be
mentioned first – the colourful ‘quacks’ and mountebanks selling their own medicines
in a public space. They had been more visible in the mid-eighteenth century.
Hogarth portrayed Richard Rock, a real irregular, selling medicines in Covent
Garden in his 1738 engraving Morning, and Rock later styled himself as a ‘licentiate
in medicines’ when he patented his venereal disease treatment in 1751.44 Another
example is found in Thomas Turner’s diary in 1760 which described the weekly visit
of a Sussex mountebank who was ‘selling packets which are to cure people of more
distempers than they ever had in their lives for one shilling each’.45

However, in

England, the travelling mountebank selling medicines in public places was becoming
rare by the late eighteenth century. In the 1790s, Adair started a paragraph on the
former occupations of quacks; ‘Whilst itinerant mountebanks were in fashion: though
the breed is almost extinct in this country;’46 A correspondent from Essex in 1806
commented that the empirics in market towns were ‘fewer, perhaps, than formerly’,
while another from Middlesex reported that his area contained no quacks, resident or
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visiting.47

In the late Georgian period, mountebanks and other irregulars selling

medicines in public spaces were uncommon, and they had no significant role in the
ownership and production of widely known patent medicines, though the few
remaining could have devised their own products for immediate sale.

The

organised patent medicines industry had superseded the small scale operator who
lacked the skills and capital to participate in an increasingly national market.

Market Leaders
The few market leaders in London were usually booksellers, chemists or
specialised medicine vendors, who earned substantial sums from a range of
medicines over several decades. Producing and selling patent medicines was often
their main occupation, and they were also wholesalers for their medicines, together
with some they did not own.

Two of the most prominent, the Dicey family and

Thomas Jackson succeeded by his partner James Barclay, will be described in the
next section on medicine wholesaling. The best-known market leader was Francis
Newbery (1746-1818), the only surviving son of John Newbery (1713-67) who had
been not only a successful publishing bookseller and pioneer of children’s literature,
but also the founder of a lucrative medicines business based on the phenomenally
successful Dr James’s Fever Powder. The importance of medicines to John’s
income was shown by Francis’s inheritance of the whole of the medicines business,
including five named patent medicines, while the bookselling and printing business
was divided up in different ways amongst the family.48
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Francis Newbery was a well-educated medicine owner who was accepted in
the upper reaches of society. In the five years before his father’s death, Francis had
attended both Oxford and Cambridge Universities and had studied anatomy in
London, with the aim of becoming a physician. The contemporary respectability of
owning medicines is illustrated by his decision, with the advice of Samuel Johnson,
to give up medical training when his father died and concentrate on the medicines
business.49

He discontinued his bookselling interests when he moved to imposing,

double-fronted, premises at the east end of St. Paul’s Churchyard in 1779.

In 1791,

he purchased a Sussex estate, Heathfield Park, becoming sheriff of East Sussex in
1795.50 At his death, Francis was reputedly almost a millionaire,51 and the business
was continued by his descendants for over a century.52
The market leaders could act together in their mutual interest, a characteristic
feature of an established industry. In 1785, Francis Newbery, Thomas Dicey and
Hilton Wray (Table 4) combined in refusing to renew their licences to sell patent
medicines.53 Hilton Wray was in partnership with his aunt, Martha Wray, who was
the neice of Robert Turlington, the creator of a very successful balsam which he had
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patented in 1744.54 Hilton Wray was described by Francis Spilsbury (see below) as
‘a regular wholesale and retale chemist and druggist, in an extensive medical line of
many years standing’.55 The trio felt that the licence to sell patent medicines and the
medicine excise duty, which had both been introduced in 1783, were uncertain in
their application and a restraint on trade, because regular druggists were not
required to obtain a licence and only some patent medicines were to be taxed.
Newbery and Dicey were let off by the jury, mainly on the grounds that they were
exempt from requiring a licence as they only dealt in medicines; but Wray was
convicted because he had sold other goods, namely two toothbrushes and powder.56
A new Medicines Act later in the year removed some of these uncertainties.

Tradesmen
A commoner type of owner was a tradesman, with no formal medical training,
who moved into making a patent medicine as another business.

The most visible

one was Francis Spilsbury (1733-93), the owner of a single medicine, Spilsbury’s
Antiscorbutic Drops.

Spilsbury, the son of a silversmith, worked for 15 years as a

silversmith in Cheapside, before starting medicine production around 1770 for
reasons which are unclear.57 By the 1780s, the sale of his single medicine was
probably his only business and his widow, Dorothy, continued to produce it until at
least 1807. Spilsbury developed the business by a relentless use of publicity and
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frequent newspaper advertisements to promote his Drops, and also himself as an
honest, well-meaning, owner. He estimated that it cost £800-900 per year to
advertise a medicine all over England, and at least £1500 per year if daily
advertisements in London were required.58 These figures are probably an
exaggeration, but they do illustrate that significant resources were required to
produce and sell a nationally available medicine. Spilsbury did amass some wealth,
setting up a trust fund of £4,000 for his family in his will. 59
Another successful tradesman owner who employed the same techniques as
Spilsbury was Nathaniel Godbold (1730-99), originally a baker/confectioner who also
speculated in property.60 Earning a reputed £10,000 a year from his Vegetable
Balsam (patented in 1785),61 he bought a house with a hundred acre park near
Godalming for £30,000 in 1790, while continuing to produce his balsam in
Bloomsbury Square, London.62 After his death, a plaque was erected in Godalming
Church, mentioning ‘that excellent medicine, the Vegetable Balsam’,63 and an
obituary in the Gentleman’s Magazine described him as ‘proprietor and inventor of
the much-celebrated vegetable balsam’, commenting ‘in him, the world has lost a
valuable member of society’.64 His sons, Nathaniel and Samuel, continued to
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distribute the medicine from Bloomsbury Square until at least 1822.65 The Godbold
family are another example of a lucrative patent medicine business, occupying the
same premises over several decades. Nathaniel senior also provides evidence that
owning a successful secret medicine did not diminish social acceptance: indeed his
obituary suggests that it might even have enhanced it.
A rather different type of tradesman medicine owner was Thomas Wilson, who
owned and distributed several medicines in Birmingham and surrounding towns,
without apparently seeking a national market. No biographical details are available
for him; but an advertisement in 1794 revealed that he was making and selling
(’wholesale and retail’) several medicines under his own name in Edgbaston Street,
Birmingham.66 By 1807, he was running what seems to have been a larger business
in Worcester Street, Birmingham, with eleven of his own retail agents in towns
across the West Midlands.67 Chapman’s 1801 Directory has an impressive three
line entry under his name as ‘proprietor of the improved antiscorbutic drops, worm
cakes, Scott’s and Hooper’s pills, nervous pills, British Oil, Exc. Exc.’, with no other
occupation being mentioned.68 Thomas Wilson is an example of a tradesman who
devoted himself to a seemingly successful regional medicine business without
achieving a national distribution.
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The tradesmen group also included established chemists and druggists such as
William Jones (died 1789). Jones supplied regular drugs to London hospitals and
physicians, to hospitals and apothecaries across England, and to agents abroad,
and he also acted as a banker and fire insurance agent.69 He provided Francis
Newbery with antimony and cream of tartar as ingredients for Dr James’s Fever
Powder, and in addition he made and sold his own patent medicine, Tincture of
Peruvian Bark, at 3s 6d per bottle.70
As participants in an established industry, these four tradesmen produced
widely available, specific, products from fixed, publicised, premises over many years.
They were not irregular practitioners, though they were knowledgeable on the
available treatments for particular conditions and would sell their own medicine direct
to the public on request. They should be regarded as artisans who acquired the
necessary skills to provide a product for the medical market. As such, they
resembled the many other artisans who offered an increasing range of goods to the
expanding number of late Georgian consumers.

Medical Practitioners
Regular practitioners did own and sell patent medicines, though they might not
describe them as such. Some attempted to preserve their professional reputations
while maintaining the essential secrecy of the recipe, while others were less
concerned about their medical status. Several surgeons devised secret medicines
69
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for use in their own practice, with some seeking a national market for them as patent
medicines regardless of any threat to their reputations. Two examples in the
national market were Samuel Glass, an Oxford surgeon, with his version of
Magnesia, and Edmund Swinfen, major of Leicester in 1804, who owned and
advertised several medicines, before passing them on to his son Richard.71
Physicians showed more reticence. In the mid-eighteenth century several, most
notably Robert James, devised medicines, but fewer did so later. One who did was
Robert Priestley, a longstanding Leeds surgeon turned physician, who advertised his
Anti-bilious Powders nationally in 1798 at one guinea a box.

He attempted to

minimise the risk to his professional reputation by claiming that his medicine’s
ingredients were difficult to obtain, and so it was safer to keep them secret rather
than accept the risk of composition from inferior items.72
The most successful professional medicine owner of the period, Thomas
Henry FRS (1734-1816), took a different approach to preventing copying. He was a
well-known Manchester apothecary, who provided a good income for three
generations of his family from the sale of his Calcined Magnesia, while remaining
very much part of the respectable core of Manchester intellectual life.

He

maintained his high reputation by apparently renouncing any secrecy over his
medicine and publishing its method of production.73
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production process, involving over twenty steps and scrupulous purity, was too
complex, or too expensive, to be imitated.
Aware of the importance of self-promotion, Henry published in 1773 a
venomous, eight-page, attack on the purity of Glass’s Magnesia and the character of
its new owner, Peter Delamotte.74 Delamotte and Thomas Glass (brother of the now
dead Samuel, and an Exeter physician) both published replies, quoting numerous
experiments, some ‘under the inspection’ of four named academics at Oxford
University, which proved that Glass’s version of magnesia was superior to Henry’s.75
Henry then refuted these experiments with those of his own, some of which were a
repetition of Glass’s experiments but with different results.76 This detailed
investigation of a patent medicine is a long way from the traditional belief that these
medicines were essentially a confidence trick on the gullible public: few regular
medicines would have been explored as thoroughly as these two versions of
magnesia.

Elite owners
’Elite’ refers to owners who were members of the upper classes or held high
public offices. They were few in number, but they show particularly clearly that
possessing a medicine was not a bar to social and public acceptance. Also, they
illustrate that philanthropy could be a reason for producing a medicine.

Amanda
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mad dog, and then used the philanthropic reputation from its sale as a device to
expand her social contacts across northern England.77 Another striking example of
an elite owner, or rather an attempt to become one, was Bishop George Hay (17291811), the Catholic Vicar Apostolic for the lowland district of Scotland. 78 Hay, who
was widely respected as a scholar and organiser, supervised a new translation of the
Bible – and devised his own medicine. This antiscorbutic tincture was mentioned in
the surviving correspondence between Hay and James Coghlan, the leading
Catholic bookseller in London, with Hay persuading Coghlan to undertake an
unsuccessful trial of the tincture in London in 1798.79 Hay probably used his
medicine in Scotland for philanthropic purposes, but the attempt to sell it in London
may have been a response to the then parlous finances of the Scottish Catholic
church.80
Hay sent his medicine to Coghlan because the latter made and sold five of his
own patent medicines, and advertised them in his annual publication for Catholics,
the Laity’s Directory.81 Coghlan’s correspondence also documented an approach in
1799 from Father Henry Chappel, a Dominican friar in Leicester. Chappel wanted
Coghlan to sell his ‘specific for the cure of stone and gravel’, which he had tried in
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over a hundred cases.82 It is striking that this Catholic trio, whose faith was still
frequently condemned and whose position in society was uncertain, did not show
any need to conceal or minimise their attempts to sell secret medicines.

Irregular Owners
Contemporary observers frequently bestowed the title of ‘quack’ on the irregular
owners. The most notorious was William Brodum (died 1824), the owner of two
medicines, a nervous cordial and a botanical syrup. Although he claimed to have
been trained as a military practitioner in continental Europe, Brodum was regarded
as an irregular practitioner, with medicine ownership only as part of his practice.83
Often itinerant, he bought an MD from Marischal College, Aberdeen for 13 guineas,
and aggressively publicised both himself and his patent medicines.84 He was very
successful, earning an estimated £5,000 a year from selling medicines;85 and he
attracted widespread criticism and satire, with his name repeatedly being used as an
exemplar of quackery. Perhaps the ultimate accolade for Brodum’s celebrity was an
elaborate masquerade, attended by the Prince of Wales and two of his brothers, with
one of the artificial village shops in the hall being named as ‘Doctor Brodum’s shop’.
The whole scene ‘produced all the comic effect that may be imagined to arise from
the characters that composed it’.86
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The prominent irregular owners could be called quacks, but they were not
mountebanks. Two others were Samuel Solomon in Liverpool and John Lignum in
Manchester, who, like Brodum, both travelled extensively to promote themselves and
their medicines. After a period as a spectacle salesman, Solomon developed a
range of medicines and claimed to practise as a physician.87 Lignum had been an
apothecary in Edinburgh called John Wood before he moved to Manchester,
latinised his surname, and called himself a surgeon.88 These three irregular owners
do not fit with the traditional image of quacks selling medicines in the open air with
the help of a vigorous sales technique. On their travels, they tried to stick as close
as possible to orthodox practice, as shown when Brodum and Lignum, by
coincidence, both visited Leeds in July 1793. They placed advertisements in the
Leeds newspapers, listing the premises where they could be consulted and the
hours they would be available, so mimicking conventional medical practice. Indeed,
Brodum made some effort to be recognised as a regular physician, stopping his
travelling and attending Westminster Hospital as a 45-year-old medical student.89
Prominent irregulars who were medicine owners wanted to remain as close as
possible to regular medicine.

Local Owners
The last category of owner, and the one least known about, encompasses the
small-scale local owners who only sold their medicines in a limited area The
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newspaper advertisements reveal their names with some brief details, but little else
can be discovered about most of them. Thirty-four medicines with a named
provincial owner and apparently only a local distribution were found in the analysis
described above of the first advertisements in the four studied newspapers. No
further details were provided on thirteen of these local owners, while eleven claimed
to be a chemist or druggist, nine a surgeon or surgeon-apothecary, and one just an
unspecified doctor. Rarely, an event such as a family dispute might allow more to
be discerned about an owner, such as Amelia Ings, who claimed to have been
selling Foot’s Cathartic Mixture in Wiltshire for nineteen years, having been
instructed in its preparation by her grandfather Henry Foot.90 However, Mary Foot
asserted that the only correct version of this medicine had come to her from another
member of the family.91 Occasionally a rural medicine could develop a wider
distribution, such as the Trowbridge Pills which had been sold in Wiltshire by three
generations of the same family before reaching Bacon’s medicinal warehouse in
Oxford Street in the 1790s.92
The true place of these local owners in the medical market remains unclear. It
is tempting to regard them as the commercial successors to the herbalists of earlier
years, and this is implied by these examples of the passing of the recipe through
several generations of the same family. Other illustrations of local owners inheriting
medicines were Joseph Wright, a miller at Wortley Windmill near Leeds, whose
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Medicine for the Bite of a Mad Dog had been used successfully by his parents at
Colne for fifty years, and Mrs Walter’s Recipe for Pulmonary Complaints which had
been prepared by Mrs Walters for over fifty years and was now being made by her
niece, Miss Hall.93 However, many had little in common with herbalists, and their
diversity and the shortage of records mean that the group is difficult to label as a
whole. Although their production of medicines may be broadly similar to the other
groups of owners, the potentially sporadic nature of their work and the lack of
national distribution mean that they do not fit easily into the concept of an industry.
Some of the local owners were established tradesmen or regular practitioners, but
others were probably irregular practitioners.

Frequency of Ownership Categories
The full picture of medicine ownership as a component of the patent medicines
industry requires some idea of the numerical importance of these groups. If owners
in the first four groups, who did not normally undertake irregular practice and who
were indicative of a stable, respectable, trade, were numerous, then the concept of a
patent medicines industry and its disconnection from irregular practice gain
substance. Analysing the mass of medicine owners as a whole is impossible, but
the proprietors mentioned in the runs of newspaper advertisements from the five
selected years can be studied. In order to get a good impression of the main patent
medicines industry, this analysis was confined to ‘national’ medicines, that is those
advertised in more than one town or those advertised with a London wholesaler in
more than one year in a single town.
INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE.
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The names of the owners were available for 115 of these ‘national’ medicines:
some information could often be found about these proprietors in the advertisements
themselves, the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, the on-line World
Biographical Index System, and other sources including the physician and combative
writer James Adair.94 Assignment to a particular ownership group was often based
on a strong probability rather than certainty. Some owners could not be assigned,
either due to a lack of information on whether a practitioner was regular or irregular
or just due to a shortage of any information, and they have been placed in separate
categories.

When the owners could be assigned to one of the six groups, 83 per

cent were in the first four (Table 3). Even if the unlikely assumption is made that all
the owners which could not be assigned were irregulars, the first four categories
would still be a majority with 63 per cent of the total. Most of the ‘national’
medicines were owned by one of the large medicines businesses, by tradesmen or
by regular medical professionals.

Origins of Medicine Recipes
Where did the owners get their recipes from? The ingredients of patent and
prescribed medicines had many similarities, which were recognised both at the time
and later.95 However, patent medicines were rarely copies of regular therapies.
They were certainly based on the same principles and had similar constituents, but
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the immediate origins of patent medicines were outside the regular pharmacopoeia.
Some owners, particularly those in the medical professionals group, devised their
own medicines. As already described, Thomas Henry and Robert Priestley did so,
and in the case of Henry provided details on how it was done.96 Some tradesmen
owners also created their own medicines, such as Nathaniel Godbold with his
Vegetable Balsam, and William Jones who apparently used his skills as a chemist to
create his Tincture of Peruvian Bark.

Other owners claimed to have acquired

existing inventions: for instance, Francis Spilsbury wrote that his medicine had come
from an unnamed chemist via a third party, and James Coghlan apparently used
extant recipes from the Jesuits’ Library and other Catholic sources.97
The recipes for medicines could also be bought, or dishonestly obtained, from
existing owners. As already described, Peter Delamotte paid Samuel Glass for his
recipe for Magnesia, and William Brodum was accused of copying medicines
belonging to other irregular practitioners.98 An anonymous Suffolk physician
described two examples of a good recipe being passed on. In the first, ‘A poor
woman some years ago sold a bookseller here a receipt for a pill for £5. He
compounded it and advertised it with great success for several years, then sold it to
a druggist of the same place for a high fee, who now vends it with increased
reputation and sale.’99 In the second example, a less honest transfer was carried out
by an apothecary’s ‘lad of all works’ who helped in the compounding of a secret
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medicine and then opened up his own druggist shop across the street, apparently
making £400-500 per year from producing the same medicine for a different
indication.100
These owners were selling medicines that had been recently created, either by
themselves or by others. However other medicines had been around for a long time
as herbal or patent medicines, and their current ownership could be obscure.
Elizabeth Shackleton’s medicine for the bite of a mad dog was derived from a
longstanding local treatment in Ormskirk, and both the Foot family’s controversial
Cathartic Mixture and the Trowbridge Pills had a similar type of origin in Wiltshire.
The Dicey family sold varieties of a number of old medicines which had been on the
market for several decades and whose ownership was unclear. Their versions
included Daffy’s Elixir which had been sold since the 1670s, Anderson’s Scots Pills
which had been available in the early seventeenth century, and Bateman’s Pectoral
Drops which had been patented in 1726.101 Rather than creating new medicines,
the Diceys were using their marketing and distribution skills to capitalise on old ones.
So patent medicines could be new or old, original or purchased, skilfully
designed or just traditional: but, whatever their origins, they were not identical to
regular medicines. They did contain similar ingredients to regular medicines as
confirmed by the Lancet which published the ‘compositions of quack medicines’,
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twenty-four of them, in its first four issues.102 However many of these medicines
were complex mixtures created specifically for the patent medicines industry. For
example, Spilsbury’s Antiscorbutic Drops contained ‘corrosive sublimate, gentian
root, dried orange-peel, of each two drachms; crude antimony, red saunders, of each
one drachm; rectified spirits of wine, water, of each eight ounces’.103 The industry
created distinctive products to capture its share of the medical market.
In conclusion, the large businesses, tradesmen and medical professionals
provided the stable core of the ownership of patent medicines. They operated
predominately within the normal commercial customs of the period, and the market
leaders and tradesmen are not recorded by themselves, by others, in
advertisements, or in their wills as undertaking medical practice. The industry could
provide a treatment for most conditions and its standard procedures included recipe
secrecy, centralised production, wide distribution and extensive advertising.
Financial resources were required for success, but the rewards could be
considerable. Further, with the exception of regular medical practitioners, the owners
showed no concern that making patent medicines would reduce their reputations or
social position: indeed it could enhance them.
Distributing Patent Medicines
The patent medicines industry had a particular requirement for skilled
wholesaling: unlike most other businesses which only sold locally, many of the
medicines were distributed from a central source across the country. Some owners
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conducted their own distribution, including Francis Newbery, Francis Spilsbury,
Nathaniel Godbold, Elizabeth Shackelton, James Coghlan, William Brodum, Samuel
Solomon and John Lignum amongst those already mentioned, while others might
appoint one or more wholesalers to do the work for them. The eight major
wholesalers were mostly based in the City of London, with either a bookselling
background or, increasingly, a pharmacy one.

Their stability was remarkable over

the decades, with changing business partners who were often within the same
family.
None of these major wholesalers have left significant commercial records, but
contemporary provincial newspaper advertisements are particularly useful in
identifying them and exploring their activity. As always, the contents of a Georgian
newspaper advertisement should be analysed cautiously; much was inaccurate and
all was selective. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that a medicine’s source, which was
inserted to facilitate its supply, would be misleading. So, in order to explore
wholesalers systematically, the medicine advertisements in the four newspapers in
the Leeds, Birmingham and Salisbury areas during the five selected years have
again been reviewed, accompanied by a scattering of documents describing
wholesalers, especially those who were also booksellers.
INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE
Who were the principal wholesalers?

The newspaper advertisements and

other material indicate that the eight most important ones were all in London (Table
4).

Provincial proprietors, such as John Lignum and Samuel Solomon, did

distribute their own medicines across England, sometimes several of them; but it is
difficult to find a provincial wholesaler who disseminated medicines nationally which
he had not created.

Once a business had become a major wholesaler, it often
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continued for several decades: change occurred by inheritance and new
partnerships, not by business failure, and this must reflect profitability. With one
exception in Oxford Street, the principal wholesalers were all clustered close
together in the City of London, and indeed the four addresses at St Paul’s
Churchyard, Bow Churchyard and Cheapside were very near to St Paul’s Cathedral,
the most popular area in London for eighteenth-century booksellers, reflecting the
links between distributing medicines and publishing books.
The major role of printers and booksellers in retailing medicines has been
recognised.104 But early in our period, much of the London medicine wholesaling
was also being carried out by booksellers, especially when the proprietor was not
distributing his own medicine. Francis Newbery, originally both a bookseller and a
medicine proprietor, sold other owners’ medicines alongside his own.105 The other
major bookseller, medicine owner and medicine wholesaler was Cluer Dicey (171575), succeeded by his son Thomas (1742-1807). Cluer’s father, William, had
founded the longstanding Northampton Mercury in 1720 and also sold medicines.
In 1736, he took over the business of the late John Cluer, his brother in law, a major
source of chapbooks, ballads and popular prints in London.106 The Diceys’
bookselling and medicines business was certainly profitable: Cluer Dicey, like
Francis Newbery, aspired to the life of a country gentleman and bought Claybrooke
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Hall in Leicestershire in 1765.107 The type of medicines that the booksellers
distributed could reflect the categories of their published books. As befits producers
of chapbooks, the Diceys’ core stock was cheap longstanding medicines such as
Daffy’s Elixir, Bateman’s Pectoral Drops and Radcliffe’s Purging Elixir which were
priced at 1s, plus 1½d duty, for the smallest bottle. In contrast, Francis Newbery’s
medicines were mostly more expensive and often relatively recent, and so were
analogous to his father’s more upmarket books.
Several other booksellers acted as wholesalers for a medicine, including the
first John Murray who was the sole London agent for the Edinburgh Febrifuge
Powder in the 1770s and Joseph Johnson, the radical bookseller, who distributed
Henry’s Calcined Magnesia in the 1780s and 1790s.108 Others can be identified in
the studied newspaper advertisements with the help of the British Book Trades
Index.109
Towards the end of the eighteenth century the booksellers largely withdrew
from medicine wholesaling, which became confined to medicine specialists, such as
Francis Newbery and Thomas Dicey who had both ceased publishing in London, or
to chemists and apothecaries. At the beginning of our period, the most prominent
wholesaler who was a chemist was Thomas Jackson, the patentee of an ointment in
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1761.110 As befits a chemist, he made and sold several medicines under his own
name - at least five in 1781.

His partner in 1792 was James Barclay, and by 1794

Barclay was the sole owner of the business, which now advertised a smaller range of
Barclay’s, rather than Jackson’s, medicines.111
The remaining five wholesaling businesses listed in Table 4 also come from a
pharmacy background, and they can be traced through newspaper advertisements.
John Ching, originally an apothecary in Cornwall, patented a worm medicine and
moved to London in 1796, going into partnership with Butler around 1801. By 1822,
this business, now known as Butler’s, also had premises in the West End, Edinburgh
and Dublin. Martha and Hilton Wray, as already described, were the niece and
great-nephew of Robert Turlington, a successful tradesman medicine owner in the
mid-eighteenth century. John Wye was an ex-partner of the Thomas Dicey. Little is
known of William Bacon, but his twenty-eight page catalogue in the early 1790s
listed 108 medicines for wholesale and retail sale:112 John Sanger was his partner
before taking over the business.
This concentration of the large, increasingly specialised, medicine wholesalers
in London to supply a national market had similarities with the wholesaling of books.
Indeed, the involvement of booksellers in the early part of our period was no
accident; the skills and commercial practices required for national medicine
wholesaling had much in common with publishing and bookselling, such as capital
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management, selling a fixed price product across the country and promotion by the
printed word. Like other industries, the wholesaling of patent medicines had
developed common usage and practices. The later shift of medicine wholesaling
towards traders with a pharmacy background, or extensive experience of patent
medicines, probably reflected the changing requirements of the industry: chemical
and medical knowledge were becoming more important for the competing medicine
wholesalers than the generic distribution skills of booksellers.

Status of Patent Medicines amongst Practitioners
What were the attitudes towards patent medicines amongst the regular
practitioners? The ownership, promotion and distribution of patent medicines
produced a distinction from regular therapy, but there was also an overlap. Several
owners were regular practitioners, often with a maintained professional reputation,
and the proprietors as a whole wanted to mimic regular medicine as much as
possible. Also, a few patent medicines crossed over into regular therapy, particularly
Dr James’s Fever Powder. In spite of these links, many practitioners were sharply
critical of patent medicines, but others were more tolerant, especially in comparison
with the doctors of later periods.
Many practitioners saw patent medicines as an economic and professional
threat, and their condemnations of both the medicines and their apparent official
approval by patents and the excise duty could be severe. Thus a meeting of
‘medical gentlemen’ at Market Bosworth in 1806 unanimously resolved ‘that one of
the greatest existing evils to the profession and the community, is the suffrance
given by the Government to venders of quack medicines and nostrums of every
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description’.113

In the same year, Duncan Forbes, an Edinburgh physician, wrote

that patent medicines were dangerous and the royal medical colleges should prevent
their distribution.114
By contrast, several of the leading physicians and surgeons declined to join in
the complete condemnation of some of the rank and file. As we have seen, John
Gregory and Thomas Percival criticised patent medicines, but they also felt that they
were permissible under certain circumstances. Gregory wrote that some good
medicines had originally been introduced as secret remedies and that it would be
‘barbarous’ to prohibit their use when regular medical care was unavailable.115 A
generation later, Percival recognised that some patients had unshakeable
confidence in patent medicines and should not thereby incur the physician’s
displeasure.116 John Hunter felt that the important consideration was whether the
treatment worked, not whether it was derived from regular or patent medicines.117
Regular practitioners could exhibit a range of opinions on patent medicines.
These opinions largely reflect the varied attitudes amongst practitioners to the
necessary secrecy of patent medicine composition. As a biographer of John Hunter
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expressed it in a more censorious era, ‘In Hunter’s time the possession of secret
remedies was not thought wholly disgraceful.’118 When the attitudes to secrecy are
explored, differences emerge amongst the branches of the medical profession.
Physicians were very cautious about any involvement with secret remedies. Thus
Glass’s Magnesia had largely been invented by Thomas Glass, a prominent Exeter
physician; but Thomas passed it to his brother Samuel Glass, an Oxford surgeon, to
own and sell it.119 The cause of this reluctance was probably the need for a
successful late eighteenth-century physician to attain the qualities of a gentleman,
distant from commercial activity.120 The London physician William Fordyce provided
an example of the conflict between secrecy and such a reputation. As a surgeon,
he had patented a stomach pill in 1763, but ten years later he had become a
physician and, though well aware of the commercial potential of his powder for
fevers, he felt unable to sell it as a secret medicine: ‘Had I been more ambitious of
dying a rich man, than of living a useful member of Society, the powers of our
Prophylactic Powder in preventing putrid fevers, or of nipping them in the bud, … ,
would have remained a secret while I lived’.121
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Surgeons and apothecaries were more prepared than physicians to be
associated with secret remedies.

Samuel Glass advertised that his Magnesia was

available from his house, or from agents across the country.122 Edmund Swinfen, a
surgeon-apothecary and major of Leicester, distributed his Electuary for stone and
gravel, his Worm Cakes, and several other medicines bearing his name.123 Edward
Galliard, an Edinburgh apothecary, insisted that the recipe of his antimonial
febrifuge, the Edinburgh Powder, should remain secret to allow national sales.124 A
striking example of a tolerance of medicine secrecy amongst even the most
reputable practitioners can be found in a letter from John Hunter in 1783 to Edward
Jenner, at the time an ambitious Gloucestershire surgeon-apothecary who was
developing his own secret Tartar Emetic. Hunter emphasised the importance of
maintaining the complete secrecy of the emetic’s composition by destroying the
written recipe: ‘I would also desire you to burn your book, for you will have all the
world making it’.125
Opinions differed, but the profession as a whole was becoming less tolerant of
this concealment. Galliard recognised that keeping his febrifuge secret would cause
distress to his fellow practitioners: ‘The proposal hurts you; I see it does: but there is
no alternative’.126 Thirty years later, Percival made his views clear: ‘No physician or
surgeon should dispense a secret nostrum, whether it be his invention, or exclusive
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property.’127 A practical illustration of the desire to exclude medicine owners from
orthodoxy is shown by the rules of several medical societies which barred them from
membership: the Medical Society of London, the Society for the Relief of Widows
and Orphans of Medical Men, and the Kent Medical Benevolent Society had all
written this into their rules before the end of the eighteenth century.128
We can conclude that the necessary secrecy of the composition of patent
medicines limited the participation of regular practitioners in the industry: other
attributes of the industry, such as the need to supply biased promotional material or
the possibility of making a great deal of money without any patient contact, were less
of a deterrent. Regular surgeons and apothecaries were more accepting of the
privacy of a recipe than physicians, and some did take out medicine patents
throughout the Georgian period. But, over time, owning a medicine was becoming
incompatible with regular practice.
At the other end of the healthcare spectrum, no hard-and-fast boundary
existed between patent medicine ownership and irregular practice, including
quackery. Some owners were regarded as clear examples of ‘quacks’ by
contemporaries, and the local owners included irregular practitioners. It is not clear
whether the itinerant irregulars who were not owners often sold patent medicines.
Many were expensive and their own, cheaper, compositions would probably have
had priority.
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Conclusions
The condemnations of later medical professionals and the focus of some
recent historians on patent medicines as manifestations of irregular practice have
obscured the true nature of the patent medicine industry. This paper, the first
systematic and wide-ranging study of the ownership and distribution of patent
medicines across late Georgian England, shows that the industry was substantial
and varied, and that it was largely separate from medical practice, whether regular or
irregular. On the whole, the medicines were produced by the normal business
methods of the time, mostly by people who concentrated on maximising sales
without verbal contact with the consumers. Furthermore, as demonstrated in this
paper by a leading Manchester apothecary, a Catholic Bishop, a member of the
Lancashire gentry, and country landowners in Sussex, Surrey and Leicestershire,
owning or distributing patent medicines was not an embarrassment nor a bar to
social acceptance, though regular medical practitioners had to be careful.
Descendants in the Victorian period were discomfited by medicine ownership, but
contemporary Georgians were not.
This study also demonstrates that a methodical approach can reveal a great
deal about the structure of Georgian alternative medicine despite the paucity of
accounts, diaries and letters from the participants. The systematic analysis of the
newspaper advertisements, a true primary source unaltered from the day of
publication, provides a spine of information which clarifies other sources and enables
the owners and wholesalers of the patent medicines to be explored as a whole, not
as isolated examples. The retail sale, methods of promotion and the consumer
choices of patent medicines should now be investigated to amplify our understanding
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of both healthcare and consumption in this era, and this will include the strong, but
surprising, role of newspaper printers and booksellers in the local sale of medicines
which has often been commented on, but never fully explained.

Another key

question is whether this patent medicine industry was suppressed, or just altered, by
Victorian medical and pharmacological professionalisation and regulation.
The most important conclusion is that these findings indicate a fresh approach
to the overall structure of late Georgian commercial healthcare. Porter envisaged it
as having two components, irregular practice/quackery and orthodox medicine, with
no hard division between them.129

This position needs to be altered to

accommodate a third component, the patent medicine industry, and this can be
displayed in a Venn diagram (Figure 1). This industry overlapped with regular
medicine and with irregular practice, but was mostly separate from both of them.
Patent medicines were distinguished from irregular practice by their ownership and
distribution often being in the hands of reputable people who did not practice
medicine and who operated as an industry with their own methods. At the same
time, patent medicines were distinguished from regular medicine by their different
methods of distribution and sale, and by the lack of regular medical training for most
of the medicine proprietors. In spite of these differences, the patent medicines
industry also overlapped with both regular medicine and irregular practice, as
illustrated by the ownership of patent medicines by some regular practitioners and by
a minority of proprietors undertaking irregular practice. A few controversial medicine
owners who aspired to be regular practitioners, such as William Brodum and Samuel
Solomon, could be in all three of the sets in the diagram. The patent medicine
industry can be regarded as the third component of late Georgian commercial
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healthcare, a separate and stable option to both regular medicine and irregular
practice.
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Tables and Figure

Table 1. Numbers and percentages of medicines recommended for one, two, three,
or more than three categories of diseases. The percentage is out of the total number
of medicines advertised in each year.
1769

1781

1794

1807

1822

5 year total

No. of
medicines
1 category

48

%

128

%

93

%

114

%

168

%

551

%

18

38

47

37

43

46

39

34

62

37

209

38

2 categories

3

6

24

19

15

16

22

19

42

25

106

19

3 categories

13

27

21

16

15

16

35

31

35

21

119

22

>3 categories

14

29

36

28

20

22

18

16

29

17

117

21
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Table 2. The five most frequent categories of indications for patent medicines.
Brief description of No. of medicines
category
Scurvy, leprosy, etc. 169
Gout & rheumatism

131

Nervous diseases

115

Bowel inflammation,
bilious disease
Colds and coughs

115
98
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Table 3. Types of Owners of 115 ‘National’ Medicines
Owner Group
Market leaders
Tradesmen
Professionals
Elite
Irregulars
Local
Unassignable
Regular
or irregular?
Insufficient
information

Number
15
31
26
0
15
0
11
17

Comment
Market leaders all owned several medicines
18 apothecaries
Did not advertise in newspapers
By definition, local only
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Table 4. Prominent London wholesalers and their premises.
Premises

10 Bow
Churchyard
Cluer Dicey
& Co
Cluer Dicey
& Co
Dicey & Co

1769
1781
1794
1800§
1807
1822
1841
Directory

Dicey &
Beynon
Dicey &
Sutton
Sutton &
Co
William
Sutton &
Co

45 St
Paul’s
Churchyard
Newbery &
Carnan*
F Newbery
jnr.
F Newbery

95 Fleet Market

F Newbery

Barclay & Co

F Newbery
& Sons
F Newbery
& Sons
F Newbery
& Sons

Barclay & Son

14
Birchin
Lane

150
Oxford
St

59
Coleman
St

John
Wye

Barclay & Son

W
Bacon
Jeboult
& Co
Bacon &
Co
Sanger

Barclay &
Sons†

John
Sanger

4
Cheapside

66 St Pauls
Churchyard

Jackson & Co
Jackson,Warter
& Co
J Barclay

M&H
Wray
H Wray
& Co
H Wray
& Co

Ching &
Butler
R Butler
Butlers
Thomas
Butler

Shaw &
Edwards
Shaw &
Edwards
Evan
Edwards?‡

Notes: * 65 St Paul’s Churchyard.
† 95 Farringdon St (Fleet Market renamed Farringdon St in 1829).
‡ 67 St Paul’s Churchyard.
§ Treatise entitled Hayman’s Maredant’s Antiscorbutic Drops (London, 1800).
Sources: Newspaper advertisements as described in the text, a treatise and the 1841 Post Office
Directory.
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Figure 1. Venn diagram of the three components of late Georgian commercial
healthcare.
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